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This will be an informal seminar on duration models and event history analysis. Note that
contrary to the timetable indication it will not deal with Bayesian methods in econometrics! There
has been considerable recent technological progress in probability and statistics in this subject, and
I believe it o�ers many exciting opportunities for empirical economics. To date most applications
have focused on a limited range of labor and IO topics: duration of unemployment spells, and
strikes, innovation and patents, and a few forays into high frequency �nancial data. It is my belief
that many potentially rewarding applications have been impeded by the failure to absorb the recent
developments in the probabilistic underpinnings of these models that have substantially expanded
their domain of applicability. A good example of such applications is described in the attached
email message that was circulated a few weeks ago by Wally Hendricks. More generally, recent
advances enable us to unify the treatment of competing risk and multiple event models within a
single framework.

The basic probabilistic apparatus of modern survival analysis involves counting process methods
and associated martingale theory. I view the course as an opportunity to develop some expertise
in a domain where the concepts are very concrete and tied to speci�c problems of data analysis. In
addition to this theoretical component there will be a signi�cant computational component, since
{ as always in such ventures { learning by doing is the most e�ective approach.

The course will be organized around readings and data analysis based on the following sources.�

In addition to the readings and occasional data analytic exercises, students will be expected to
write a 15-20 page paper on some aspect of the course material. Grades will be based primarily on
these papers. The course will culminate in a mini-conference in which students will present their
research papers.
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�The last two references are a bit anomalous, but a subsidiary goal of the course will be to integrate recent

developments in quantile regression into the duration framework.


